
 

 

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ENTERING AND USING THE SLIDES 

 

1. The slide is available to all the users with the exception of these that have not 

performed exercises making them acquainted with water. 

2. It is hereby not permitted to use the slide while carrying sharp items, watches, glasses, 

etc. 

3. It is hereby obligatory to form a queue on the steps to the slides. 

4. It is hereby not permitted to run on the steps. 

5. Moving down the steps is hereby permitted exclusively next to the barrier. 

6. Sliding down may be commenced only after the green light has gone on. 

7. Upon commencing a slide down, it is hereby required to keep the start keeping the 

handrail. On the entire length of the slides, it is hereby required to maintain care. 

8. It is hereby required to maintain a safe time distance between the users of the slide, 

namely no fewer than 10 seconds. 

9. It is hereby not permitted to force users to perform slides. 

10. It is hereby required to be perform slides in a horizontal or semi- horizontal position. 

11. It is hereby not permitted to perform slides in the following positions: head down, 

standing, on the belly, on the feet, or on the knees. 

12. In the course of sliding down, it is hereby not permitted to: slide down in groups, to 

stop and to stand up in the slides, nor to enter the slides in the against the tide 

direction. 

13. After performing a slide, it is hereby required to make space available to the next user 

of the slides, and leave the braking swimming pool, immediately. 

14. It is hereby required to rigorously comply with the instructions of a rescue personnel 

member, and with those of the staff of the Complex. 

15. In the case of an accident caused by a failure to observe the terms and conditions of 

the slides, all and any responsibility shall be borne by the user. 

 

CAUTION! SLIDING AT INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY 

 

 


